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RESUMO 



 

 

Este trabalho trata do desenvovimento do modelo de uma planta heliotérmica que utiliza a 
tecnologia de concentração de calhas parabólicas e sais fundidos como fluido de transferência 
de calor, assim como da avaliação do potencial de geração elétrica da referida planta para a 
localidade de Bom Jesus da Lapa (BA), semiárido do nordeste brasileiro. Os modelos fisicos 
dos diferentes componentes e suas integrações assim como o modelo de operação da planta 
foram implementados nos softwares Matlab e Engineering Equation Solver (EES). Os modelos 
propostos foram simulados para uma planta de multiplo solar igual a 2 e capacidade de 
armazenamento de 15h, durante um ano metereológico típico, em intervalos de tempo de 1 hora. 
A partir dessa simulação, foram obtidos dados relativos à energia elétrica produzida, o fator de 
capacidade e a eficiência solar-elétrica da planta para o período de um ano assim como suas 
distribuições mensais. Os resultados indicam que a geração de energia elétrica da planta estão 
fortemente ligadas ao regime de chuvas, e por tanto de nebulosidade da região. A geração de 
eletricidade é maior nos meses secos, de abril a setembro, que nos meses úmidos, de outubro a 
março. Também, pode-se verificar que o modelo desenvolvido representa bem o sistema 
modelado.  

 
Palavras-chave: Energia heliotérmica, Tecnologia de calhas parabólicas, Sais fundidos, 

Modelagem termodinâmica. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT 



 
 

 

This work deals with the development of a model for a concentrated solar power plant with 
parabolic trough concentration technology and molten salts as heat transfer fluid as well as of 
the evaluation of the electric generation potential of said plant for Bom Jesus da Lapa (BA), a 
location at the semi-arid region of northeastern Brazil. The physical models of the different 
components and their integrations and the operation model of the plant were implemented in 
MATLAB and Engineering Equation Solver (EES) software. The proposed models were 
simulated for a plant with a solar multiple of 2 and with a storage capacity of 15h during a 
typical meteorological year at 1-hour time intervals. From this simulation data, the generated 
electric power on the plant and its capacity factor and solar-electric efficiency were determined 
on a monthly distribution and for a year. The results indicate that the electric power generation 
of the plant is strongly linked to the regime of rainfall, and cloudiness, of the region. Electricity 
generation is higher in the dry months, from April to September than in the humid months, from 
October to March. Also, it could be verified that the model developed in this work represents 
the modeled system well. 

Keywords: Concentrated solar power plant, Parabolic trough technology, Molten salt, 
Thermodynamic modeling 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Renewable energy sources are a topic of increasing interest all over the world. Whether 

for economic-strategic reasons, such as reducing energy dependence on fossil fuels or for 

environmental reasons such as global warming caused by excessive emissions of greenhouse 

gases, investment in these sources of energy has been expanding. 

The sun as a source of renewable energy is a crucial element in the future of the global 

energy matrix given the amount of energy that this source provides. According to Chen (2011), 

the solar radiation incident on Earth in one year would be sufficient to supply ten thousand 

times the global energy demand in 2007. 

One way to use the sun as a source of renewable energy is to capture the heat generated 

by the absorption of solar radiation (DESIDERI et al., 2013). Concentrated solar power (CSP) 

plants are power stations that use this radiation to thermal conversion process to generate 

electricity. At these systems, the solar radiation might be concentrated and focused on a heat 

collection element (HCE) using four different concentration technologies: parabolic trough, 

solar tower, Fresnel collectors and parabolic disc (IEA, 2014). In HCE, the radiant energy is 

absorbed and transferred to a heat transfer fluid (HTF). The fluid, in turn, transports the thermal 

energy to a thermal engine that transforms it into mechanical energy that soon after is converted 

to electricity (BLANCO, MILLER, 2017). 

The energy absorbed on the HCE might also be stored in thermal energy storage (TES) 

system for later usage, in periods low or no insolation. An energy storage system is a desirable 

component in renewable energy sources since it gives stability and flexibility to the energy 

generation. In the case of CSP plants, storing thermal energy is an even better advantage since 

storing heat is much easier and cheaper than directly storing electricity (HERRMANN, 

KEARNEY, 2002). 

Despite the advantages of being a renewable energy source with stable power 

generation, CSP technology does not have the same economic feasibility of other renewable 

sources such as wind and hydraulic, widely applied in the production of electricity on a large 

scale (WAGNER, 2008). In order to make this technology more competitive, studies such as 

those carried out by Kearney et al. (2003) have proposed increasing the efficiency of CSP plants 

through the use of alternative heat transfer fluids. Among these fluids, one of the most 

prominent was the molten salts since they work in higher temperature ranges than the synthetic 

oil commonly used in CSP plants already in operation around the world. 

If in the global scenario the CSP technology is still consolidating, in Brazil it is incipient. 

Even with optimal solar resources for solar thermal applications, with locations such as the 
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semi-arid Northeast with normal direct irradiance above 2000 W/m2/year (GUIMARÃES et al., 

2010), only two test projects to be implemented in the country are known. The first is the pilot 

project for a 1 MW parabolic trough plant located in Petrolina-PE (VIEIRA et al., 2012) and 

the second is the project for the installation of 2 solar pylons with a capacity of 100 kW each in 

Pirassununga-SP, and Caiçara do Rio do Vento -RN (GREEN, 30 Nov. 2018). 

In addition to the solar thermal power generation potential, the introduction and 

consolidation of new sources in the Brazilian energy matrix is a significant topic since, as, in 

2017, 65.2% of the country's electricity was generated by hydroelectric plants (EPE). The 

concentration of the energy production on hydraulic power makes the country highly dependent 

on the rain regimes and susceptible to energy shortage in case of draughts.  

Thus, considering the described scenario and the scarce literature on analyzes and 

applications of CSP plants with advanced designs in Brazil, the present work deals with the 

modeling and simulation of a CSP parabolic trough plant with molten salt as a transfer fluid. It 

evaluates the electric power generation potential of Bom Jesus da Lapa (BA), located in the 

semi-arid northeast of Brazil, next to the São Francisco River. The research, therefore, started 

from the hypothesis that, for the chosen locality, it would be possible to generate stable solar 

thermal energy on a large scale. 

1.1 OBJECTIVE 

1.1.2 General objective 

The general objective of this work is to develop a model for a concentrated solar power 

plant that uses parabolic trough concentration technology and molten salt as heat transfer fluid 

to evaluate the annual performance of this plant for allocation in Brazil.  

1.1.3 Specific objectives 

The specific objectives outlined were: 

 To develop a simulation model for the solar field, as well as for the thermal storage 

system and the power block; 

 To define a model of operation for the solar thermal plant; 

 To determine the thermal energy output and thermal efficiency of the solar field for 

the typical year; 

 To compute the plant’s annual and monthly net electric power output, the capacity 

factor, and the solar-electric efficiency; 
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In order to achieve the general and specific objectives of the research, it was decided to 

implement the model of the plant using MATLAB and Engineering Equation Solver (EES) 

software, as well as to perform the simulation of its operation with typical meteorological data 

across the period of one year. In order to verify the plausibility of the implemented models and 

the results obtained from the executed simulation, a comparison was made between these results 

and those computed in simulation in the System Advisor Model (SAM) program. 

 

1.2 STRUCTURE OF DOCUMENT 

 
Besides the introductory chapter, this work is composed of other five chapters that 

address the research subject as follows: Chapter 2 addresses a background review on the CSP 

electricity generation technology. In this chapter, the main components of a concentrated solar 

power plant are described. Chapter 3 summarizes the performance model for the different 

components and the plant’s operation model. Chapter 4 present the simulation results the 

simulation results for the chosen location in Brazil. Finally, chapters 5 and 6 present some 

conclusion derived from the simulated model and its results and suggestions for future works, 

respectively. 
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2 BACKGROUND  

This chapter deals with describing and outlining the background information necessary 

to understand and contextualize the functioning of a CSP plant with parabolic trough 

technology, and that uses molten salt as HTF. The description follows the energy conversion 

flux by starting with the solar energy, passing through the concept of concentrated solar power 

plants and briefly outlining the plant's different components and their characteristics and finally 

defining some plant performance parameters. 

 

2.1 SOLAR ENERGY 

When observed from Earth, the sun behaves as a black body with a temperature of 

5777K. With measurements taken for over a century, the solar radiation intensity value 

measured just outside of Earth’s atmosphere and for a mean Earth-Sun distance found has the 

value of 1367W/m2. During the measurement period this intensity varied no more than 0.1%, 

and therefore it was given the name of Solar Constant  (DUFFIE, BECKMAN, 2006).  

 Besides the magnitude, another essential characteristic of the solar radiation flux is its 

propagation direction and how it interacts with Earth’s atmosphere. While still in space, all 

radiation coming from the sun has a straight and ordered propagation direction. After reaching 

Earth’s atmosphere and interacting with its molecules and particles, the radiation might get 

dispersed by going through the reflection, diffusion and absorption phenomena. 

The incoming radiation that arrives on Earth’s surface can be divided into three different 

types: direct, diffuse and global radiation. The direct radiation is the portion of the radiation 

that hasn’t been dispersed by the atmosphere and still preserves its beam ordered propagation. 

Consequently, direct radiation is more present in clear sky days, in which there is a reduced 

quantity of particles in the atmosphere, and can be concentrated. The diffuse radiation is the 

portion of the radiation flux that interacted with the atmosphere and got scattered in all 

directions. As interaction is needed, the higher the number of molecules present in the sky, the 

higher the diffuse percentage of the incoming radiation. Therefore, diffuse radiation prevails on 

cloudy days. The global radiation is the sum of both direct and diffuse radiations (DUFFIE, 

BECKMAN, 2006). 

Irradiance is another crucial concept related to solar energy. By definition, irradiance is 

the rate in which radiant energy is incident on a surface per unit area - W/m2 - (DUFFIE, 

BECKMAN, 2006). When the irradiance takes into account the direct solar radiation that is 

perpendicularly incident in a plane on Earth’s surface, it is called Direct Normal Irradiance 
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(DNI). Figure 1 shows the irradiance levels for the direct, diffuse and global radiations for a 

typical clear sky summer day. 

Figure 1 - Direct, diffuse and global irradiance 

 

Source: Own authorship. 

2.2 CONCENTRATED SOLAR POWER SYSTEMS 

The solar energy can be converted into electric power through the photovoltaic process 

or thermodynamic cycles (DESIDERI et al., 2013). In the first conversion route, electricity is 

obtained with the use of components made of semiconductor materials. These materials, 

between which silicon is the most used, absorb the solar radiation and release part of the 

absorbed energy as electric current (GREEN, 2002). The second method of energy conversion 

uses thermosolar energy, heat produced by the absorption of solar radiation, to power heat 

engines and turn thermos energy into mechanical power used afterward to generate electricity 

(DUFFIE, BECKMAN, 2006).  

Thermo solar energy can be collected using flat-plate or concentrating collectors. 

Systems that use concentrating collectors are called Concentrated Solar Thermal (CST) 

systems. These systems can be used to generate heat with low temperature for applications such 

as housing heating or can be used to generate heat with high temperatures for an application 

like industrial processing. Concentrated Solar Power plants are large CST systems that generate 

heat at high temperatures and uses this heat to generate electric energy (BLANCO, MILLER, 

2017).  

Conceptually, a CSP plant is composed of two interconnected circuits, figure 2. The first 

circuit is called a solar field. The Solar Field is composed of many parallel rows of sun-tracking 

concentrating collectors in which incident radiant energy is harnessed by heating a Heat 

Transfer Fluid (HTF) that flows through it (BARLEV, VIDU, STROEVE, 2011). The second 
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CSP plant circuit is a heat engine that converts the thermal energy to mechanical typically 

through a Rankine cycle (VALLENTIN, VIEBAHN, 2010). This conversion starts by directing 

the heated high-temperature HTF to a train of heat exchangers where superheated steam is 

produced to feed to a steam turbine. After the steam turbine, the steam is condensed into water 

by a heat sink and routed back to the train of heat exchangers.  

The Solar Field concentration technology and HTF may vary depending on the plant 

application and power output. For example, water can be used as HTF to directly generate steam 

in the Solar Field in what is called Direct Steam Generation (DSG) (THOMAS, 1996). The 

Solar Field may or may not have an energy storage system, also known as Thermal Energy 

Storage. Another possible feature to the Solar Field is hybridization with fossil fuels that could 

be used for auxiliary HTF heating or back-up system (BLANCO, MILLER, 2017). 

Figure 2 - Concentrated solar power plant conceptual scheme 

 
Source: Own authorship. 

 

2.2.1 Solar concentration technologies 

A solar collector is a heat-exchanging apparatus that can transform solar to thermal 

energy. These collectors can be stationary and non-concentrating, usually flat-plate collectors, 

or sun-tracking and concentrating collectors. Concentrating collectors use optical elements, like 

mirrors and lens, to focus large amounts of radiation onto a small receiving device while 

following the sun through its course to maximize solar flux at their focus (BARLEV, VIDU, 

STROEVE, 2011). 

There are four main types of concentrating collector technologies: the parabolic trough 

collector (PTC), the heliostat field collector, also known as Solar Tower, the linear Fresnel 

reflectors and the parabolic dish collectors. These different concentration technologies can be 

categorized by their focus region and by their receiver’s mobility, figure 3 (IEA, 2014). 
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Furthermore, as can be seen in the comparative summary in Table 1, the different technologies 

can achieve different concentration rations and therefore can operate in different temperature 

ranges.   

Figure 3 - Concentration technologies classification chart 

 

Source: Adapted from IEA (2014). 

The parabolic trough collectors are the most mature CSP technology, and therefore it is 

the most used even though it has the disadvantage of occupying a large area to function. 

Parabolic trough collectors have been used in micro applications since 1870, but it was only 

after the oil crisis in the 1970s that solar energy is drawn international attention as an alternative 

energy source and led to the development of various parabolic trough systems. The parabolic 

trough reached its maximum maturity in the United States with the development of the SEGS 

(Solar Electric Generating Systems) plants in the Mojave Desert in California (FERNÁNDEZ-

GARCÍA et al., 2010). Nowadays, due to its technological maturity, the application of PTC has 

expanded and is being used in different power production settings such as hybridized plants. 

For example, parabolic trough technology can be used for auxiliary heating to sugarcane 

cogeneration plants (BURIN, 2015). 
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Table 1 - CSP technologies characteristics 

Collector Type 
Relative 

Thermodynamic 
Efficiency 

Relative 
cost 

Concentration 
ratio (sun) 

Technology 
maturity 

Parabolic 
Trough Low Low 15-45 Very Mature 

Linear Fresnel Low Very Low 10-40 Mature 
Solar Tower High High 150-1500 Most Recent 

Parabolic Dish High Very High 100-1000 Recent 

Source: Adapted from Barlev, Vidu, Stroeve (2011). 

2.3 PARABOLIC TROUGH COLLECTOR 

The primary component of a solar field build with parabolic trough collectors is the solar 

collector assembly (SCA). This assembly is composed of several parabolic reflectors and heat 

collector elements (HCE) lined up and bundled together by a mechanical bearing structure that 

englobes, as in figure 4. This mechanical structure is connected to a tracking system that moves 

the structure and align the collector’s reflective surface to the sun. (SÁ, 2013). In commercial 

CSP applications, the assemblies are north-south oriented in order to maximize the amount of 

power produced along the year (FERNÁNDEZ-GARCÍA et al., 2010). 

Figure 4 - Parabolic trough collector 

 
Source: Adapted from Price et al. (2002). 
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Modern collector constructions have been evolving since their introduction in the first 

SEGS plant. The collectors LS-1, LS-2, and LS-3 developed by the American-Israeli company 

LUZ improved from a model to the other as they were installed in the different SEGS units. 

These are called the first generation of collectors (PRICE et al., 2002). Afterward, based on the 

experience gained so far, the European consortium Eurotrough developed the collectors ET-100 

and ET-150, known as the second generation of collectors. The main difference between these 

two models is their assembly length. While the first had 100 meters, the second had 150 meters 

of length. Commonly, four assemblies of the ET-150 collectors are used per loop. This loop set 

is capable of producing outlet HTF temperatures above 500 °C (GEYER et al., 2002).  

These two generations of collectors built a knowledge base from which companies in 

Europe and the United States started to create their third-generation solar collector models 

aiming at objectives such as cost reduction, optimized use of molten salts as HTF, optimized 

mechanical bearing structure to weight and structural deformation reduction and aperture area 

increase (FERNÁNDEZ-GARCÍA et al., 2010). The German company Flagsol GmbH 

developed the SKAL-ET, the third generation Eurotrough collector, from minor modifications 

in the previous versions for solar field cost reduction (SCHIEL et al., 2006). The Italian National 

Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development (ENEA) and 

the Ronda Group designed their Ronda RHT 2500 collector focusing on the use of molten salt 

as HTF (WAGNER, 2013). Its dimensions are slightly larger than the Eurotrough's ones. On 

the other hand, the Spanish company SENER opted for optimizing the bearing structure for 

manufacture cost reduction (CASTAÑEDA, VAZQUEZ, DOMINGO, 2006). 

More recently, collector designs have focused on enlarging the heat collected in the 

assemblies by enlarging the collector size and aperture area. The third generation Ultimate 

trough, from the German company Flabeg GmbH, follow this guideline (SCHWEITZER et al., 

2011). Leaning towards higher power output justifies itself financially due to the economy of 

scale (KOLB et al., 2011; RUEGAMER et al., 2014).  

2.3.1 Heat collector element 

The heat collector element, also called receiver, is mainly composed by an absorber 

tube, a glass envelope and expansion bellows, figure 5. The absorber tube is steel tube coated 

with a solar selective substance that has a high absorption over all the solar spectrum range and 

has low thermal radiation emission. The glass envelope involves the absorber tube creating a 

cavity that can be vacuumed minimizing, therefore, convective heat losses. The expansion 
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bellows allow for the absorber tube and glass envelope to dilate differently without damaging 

the receiver integrity (MORALES, SAN VICENTE, 2017; PRICE et al., 2002). 

Figure 5 - Schematics of a shortened heat collect element 

 
Source: Morales e San Vicente (2017). 

According to (GÜNTHER, JOEMANN, CSAMBOR, 2011) there are, currently, three 

manufacturers of receivers: the German companies SCHOTT and Siemens and the Italian 

company Archimede Solar Energy. By being used in many of the existing plants in operation, 

like the Andasol I, II and III solar thermal power plants, the receiver SCHOTT PTR70 must be 

highlighted as the state-of-the-art of PTC receivers (WAGNER, 2013). SCHOTT produce other 

models of receivers such the PTR80 and the PTR90, and the difference between these three 

models is their absorber outer diameter size, 70, 80 and 90 millimeters respectively (Wagner, 

2013). All these models use synthetic thermal oil as HTF and are designed to an operating 

temperature of 400◦C. Not long ago, SCHOTT presented the PTR70 Advanced. Supposedly, it 

is an optimized version of the original PTR70 that uses molten salt as HTF however little 

technical information could be found about this receiver model (SCHOTT Solar CSP, 2013). 

Starting in the opposite direction with a design focused, since the beginning, on the use 

of molten salt, the Archimede developed HMES-8 receptor. Currently, their most advanced 

receiver for molten salt is the HCEMS-11 with an operating temperature of 550◦C (MACCARI 

et al., 2015).  

2.3.2 Heat transfer fluid 

The organic eutectic mixture Biphenyl-diphenyl-oxide known commercially as 

Therminol VP-1 or Dowtherm A is the state-of-the-art HTF for PTC power plants. The 

advantages of this HTF is its low freezing point of 12◦C and its low corrosivity (RAADE, 

PADOWITZ, 2011). However, it has many limiting disadvantages like a maximum operating 

temperature of 400◦C, after which the oil suffers from thermal degradation, high toxicity, 

making leaks environmentally hazardous, high vapor pressure, meaning that it evaporates 
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easily, therefore, making it not suitable to be stored, and finally, it is relatively expensive fluid, 

as can be seen in table 2. 

Many strategies to counter and solve the synthetic oil disadvantages are being studied. 

One of these strategies is using alternative fluids as HTF. According to Moya (2017a), the 

leading alternatives are water, for Direct Steam Generation (DSG), pressurized gasses, like CO2 

and N2, and molten salts. Among these solutions, the molten salt is distinguished by the fact 

that it can work at temperatures above 500 ° C and because this material can be used as both 

HTF and energy storage medium. 

After research made by the American Sandia National Laboratories and National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) on different possible salts for CSP usage, nitrate salts 

were proven as the best option due to corrosion and cost characteristics (GUILLOT et al., 2012). 

These salts have high thermal stability, high density, high heat capacity, good thermal and 

electric conductivity, relatively low viscosity and low vapor pressure. Commercially there are 

3 different mixtures available: Solar Salt (60% NaNO3/40% KNO3), the Hitec (7% NaNO3/53% 

KNO3/40% NaNO2)and the Hitec XL (7% NaNO3/45% KNO3/48% Ca(NO3)2) (KEARNEY et 

al., 2003). 

Table 2 - Operation temperature and cost comparison between the heat transfer fluid Solar Salt, Hitec 
Salt, Hitec XL Salt, and the Therminol VP-1 

Parameter Solar 
Salt1 Hitec1 Hitec 

XL1 
Therminol 

VP-11 

Freezing Temperature [◦C] 220 142 120 12 
Maximum Operation Temperature [◦C] 600 535 500 400 

Nominal Cost [USD/kg] 0.49 0.93 1.19 2.2 
Source: Adapted from Kearney et al. (2003). 

It is important to notice that the molten salts have a high freezing temperature which 

means that special attention must be given for the temperature fluctuations in the system. The 

molten salt has to be maintained liquid since small solidified pieces of salt can cause severe 

damage to different plant components such as pumps (KEARNEY et al., 2004). To control the 

freezing two different methods are used: impedance heating and mineral insulated heat tracing 

(PACHECO, KOLB, 1997). Furthermore, it is noticeable that the commercial CSP plants in 

operation running with molten salt as HTF are all solar tower plants, choose using Solar Salt, 

despite its relative higher freezing temperature, because it is cheaper since in these enterprises 

the salt inventory is the most expensive part (MOYA, 2017a; STEINMANN, 2014). 
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2.3.3 Solar tracking  

Tracking the sun’s movements across the sky, and moving the collectors accordingly, 

can maximize the energy collected by the solar field. The geometric relationships between a 

plane of any particular orientation relative to the Earth at any time and the incoming direct solar 

radiation, that is, the position of the sun relative to that plane, can be described regarding some 

angles, figure 6. According to Duffie e Beckman (2006), the main angles to characterize this 

sun-plane position relationship and the sun’s position in the sky for a parabolic trough collector 

are: 

o Latitude (𝜙) - The latitude is the angular location north or south of the equator 

(north positive); 

o Declination (𝛿) - the angular position of the sun at solar noon with respect to the 

plane of the equator;  

o Hour Angle (𝜔) – The angular displacement of the sun east or west of the local 

meridian due to rotation of the earth on its axis at 15° per hour (morning negative 

and afternoon negative); 

o Solar Zenith Angle (𝜃 ) - The angle between the vertical axis and the line to the 

sun, that is, the angle of incidence of the direct radiation on a horizontal surface; 

o Angle of Incidence (𝜃) - The angle between the beam radiation on the surface 

and the normal to the surface; 

Figure 6 - Main angles to characterize this sun-plane position relationship and the sun’s position in the 
sky for a parabolic trough collector 

 

Source: Adapted from Duffie e Beckman (2006) and Moya (2012b). 

Besides positioning, tracking deals with timing. A specific type of time is used for solar 

applications. Solar time is a time base that represents the apparent angular motion of the sun 

across the sky. This time base does not coincide with the local clock time. It is necessary to 

apply correction factors shown in section 3.5.3 to convert standard time to solar time. Also, 
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solar noon always happens when the sun crosses the observer’s meridian (DUFFIE, 

BECKMAN, 2006).  

2.3.4 Optical efficiency  

The Optical Efficiency (𝜂 ) of a parabolic trough collector in a CSP plant solar field 

is the rate between the radiant energy available at the HCE’s absorber tubes for HTF heating 

and the incident DNI. A myriad of factors can influence this energy conversion efficiency. The 

main efficiency reduction factors can be associated with the collector’s single axis solar 

tracking, with the collector’s constructive aspects or with the interaction between collectors. 

Taking these factors in account, the optical efficiency for a parabolic trough solar field can be 

calculated by equation 2.1. 

  ,0opt IAM Shadow EndLoss cleanopt
           (2.1)

2.3.4.1 Peak optical efficiency 
The Peak Optical Efficiency (𝜂 , °) is the optical efficiency found when the incomings 

solar radiation is normal to the reflector’s aperture area and, the incidence angle is equal to zero. 

Consequently, the peak optical efficiency is the maximum efficiency reached by a parabolic 

trough collector. This efficiency, taking into consideration physical characteristics from the 

HCE and reflector, is composed, as shown in equation 2.2, by the reflector reflectivity (𝜓), the 

transmissivity of the HCE's glass envelope (𝜏 ) and the absorptivity of the absorption tube 

(𝛼 ). The final component is the Intercept Factor (𝛾 ) that accounts microscopic and 

macroscopic errors that don’t depend on the relative position of the sun such as ripples on the 

reflecting surface (ECK et al., 2014; MOYA, 2012b).  

  ,0 abs envopt         (2.2)

2.3.4.2 Incidence angle modifier 
The Incidence Angle Modifier (𝜂 ) is a correction factor associated with the losses 

generated by that fact that the radiation is incident in the collectors with a certain inclination, 

identified as the incidence angle. For example, HCE and reflectors optical properties varies 

with the incidence angle (ECK et al., 2014).  

2.3.4.3 Mutual shading factor 
The mutual shading factor (𝜂 ) is the derate factor that accounts for the losses 

caused by total or partial shadowing between consecutive rows due to collector tracking 
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position, as can be seen in figure 7. The shadowing phenomenon happens in the beginning of 

the mornings and at the end of the afternoons (ECK et al., 2014). 

Figure 7 - Collector mutual shading 

 
Source: Sá (2013). 

2.3.4.4 End loss factor 
The end loss factor (𝜂 ) is a correction factor that accounts for the radiation losses 

in the longitudinal direction due to the inclination of the solar radiation. Depending on the 

incidence angle, no solar radiation may arrive at the beginning of the collector’s HCE, creating 

a shadowed region, at the same time that the radiation arriving at the end of the collector is 

being reflected out and lost, as shown in figure 8 (ECK et al., 2014).  

Figure 8 - Heat collector element end loss 

 
Source: Sá (2013). 

2.3.4.5 Cleanliness factor 
The cleanliness factor (𝜂 ) is a constant derate to the optical efficiency that 

represents reflectivity reduction in the collector assemblies’ reflectors due to dirt accumulation 

(WAGNER, 2013).  

2.4 SOLAR FIELD 

On a system level, the solar field is composed of loops. Solar field loops are formed by 

two or more consecutive solar field rows connected in series while the rows are formed by many 

collector assemblies connected in series in the same line, figure 9. During the day, all HTF 

heating process happens inside a loop, usually made of a pair of rows. The fluid enters the loop 

on its cold state and rises in temperature as it passes through the assemblies reaching its 

maximum temperature at the outlet of the last assembly (BLANCO, MILLER, 2017).  
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At night, the solar field may or may not have fluid circulating through it depending on 

the HTF used. As synthetic oil, like the Therminol, have low freezing temperature they can be 

kept stationed in the solar field through the night. Molten salts with their high freezing 

temperature have to be kept circulating in the solar field all night (KEARNEY et al., 2004).  

Figure 9 - Solar field loop 

 
Source: Own authorship. 

Depending on the thermal energy demanded to generate the electricity and to store for 

later hours, the solar field may have different sizes and different layouts.  When sizing the solar 

field, it is essential to consider the two demands. If the TES is present, the solar field outlet heat 

must be sufficient to cover for the power block needs and to charge the storage. The Solar 

Multiple is the ratio represents this sizing consideration.  

According to Montes et al. (2009), it can be defined as the ratio between thermal power 

generated by the solar field at nominal conditions and the thermal power required to run the 

power block at nominal conditions. The larger the solar multiple, the larger the solar field size. 

As the solar field is the costliest part of a CSP plant, the solar multiple is usually optimized in 

a way that minimizes the LCOE (QUASCHNING, KISTNER, ORTMANNS, 2002).   

2.5 THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE 

The integration of thermal energy storage systems to a CSP plant gives the plant many 

strategic advantages. This combination makes a CSP plant a renewable energy source not only 

with high dispatchability but also with high stability (DOMINGUEZ, BARINGO, CONEJO, 

2012). Depending on the level of intermittence of the solar insolation, TES systems can be used 

for buffering (help mitigating short weather fluctuations and keeping the solar field’s thermal 

inertia), for power delivery period displacement or extension (matching power grid demands) 

and for increasing the net amount of energy produced (HERRMANN, KEARNEY, 2002). 

Thermal energy can store through sensible heat, latent heat or reversible endothermic 

chemical reactions in processes that involve charging, storing and discharging. The main TES 

systems are the sensible storage systems and the latent storage systems. Sensible systems use 

as storage means the energy that can be absorbed or released by a substance in the variation of 
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its internal energy and temperature without phase-change. On the other hand, latent systems use 

as means of storing the energy absorbed or released during a substance’s phase change. While 

sensible heat storage can be made by liquid media (mineral oils, synthetic oil, and molten salts) 

or solid media (high-temperature concrete and castable ceramics used in packed beds), latent 

heat storage is made almost isothermally in phase change materials (PCM) that usually undergo 

solid-liquid transitions (GIL et al., 2010). 

High-temperature thermal energy storage concepts can be divided into active and 

passive. Active storage systems are characterized by forced convection heat transfer into the 

storage material (in a solar collector or other heat exchangers). The active systems can use one 

or two tanks. The one tank system is also known as thermocline tank. Furthermore, active 

storages can be divided into direct and indirect systems. In the direct systems the HTF is also 

the storage medium and in the indirect system a second medium, different from the HTF, is 

used for storing heat (GIL et al., 2010). An example of CSP plants with direct and indirect two 

tank and thermocline tank arrangements can be seen in figure 10. 

Figure 10 - Active storage arrangements: a - indirect two-tank, b – indirect thermocline, c – direct two-
tank and d – direct thermocline 

 
Source: Biencinto et al. (2014). 

2.6 POWER BLOCK 

The power block is the system that converts heat into electricity. As of 2016, this heat 

conversion in CSP plants is made by subcritical steam Rankine cycles (BESARATI, 

GOSWAMI, 2017). Besides the four essential components (boiler, turbine, heat sink and pump), 
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these cycles can present many other features like reheating or condensate heating through 

turbine extractions (SÁ, 2013). It is important to note that as CSP technology requires low 

cloudiness, CSP plants are commonly located on desert areas and therefore may need to rely on 

dry air-based cooling for the heat sink in contrast to the usual wet cooling of a cooling tower 

(HOOMAN, GUAN, GURGENCI, 2017).  

Furthermore, one of the ways to make CSP plants more economically viable is to make 

the power block more efficient. As the next generation of solar thermal power plants get larger 

and get to work at higher temperatures, new power block configurations with higher efficiency 

might be used. Among these new configurations, supercritical steam Rankine cycles, air, and 

helium Brayton cycles, and supercritical carbon dioxide power cycles, as well as subcritical and 

supercritical organic Rankine cycle combination, are the candidates with the most potential 

(BESARATI, GOSWAMI, 2017). 
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2.7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION  

In general, solar thermal plants can be evaluated through the analysis of parameters such 

as capacity factor and solar electric efficiency. According to Madaeni, Sioshansi, Denholm 

(2011), the capacity factor is a parameter that measures the amount of energy that is produced 

by a plant and its maximum output. This parameter can be calculated by dividing the total 

energy produced in a year by the energy it would have produced by running all hours of the 

year at full load. On the other hand, the solar-electric efficiency is the parameter that indicates 

how much of the available incident radiant energy is transformed into electrical energy. 
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3 MODELING 

This chapter addresses the description of the different models that compose the 

functioning of a concentrated solar power plant with parabolic trough collectors and molten salt 

as heat transfer fluid. The physical models of plant components are addressed first. Then, later, 

the operation model is described.  

3.1  PLANT CONCEPT 

The full plant concept modeled in this work consists of a molten salt based solar-only 

CSP plant composed of a solar field with parabolic trough concentrators, a direct two-tank 

thermal storage, and subcritical steam Rankine cycle power block, as illustrated by figure 11. 

As the focus of this study, using molten salt as both solar field heat transfer fluid and storage 

medium was chosen for its capacity of rising the power plant working temperatures and, 

consequently, efficiency. The use of molten salt as HTF requires the use of direct storage. The 

two-tank configuration was chosen because it is the most common configuration for CSP plants 

and because it is simpler to be modeled since its operation is not intrinsically dependent to the 

stratification phenomenon like the thermocline tanks.  

No fossil fuel hybridization or any other burning auxiliary heating was used therefore 

characterizing the plant modeled in this work as a solar-only plant. This configuration was 

chosen because the location selected for the plant is too far from coal sources and natural gas 

distribution piping (ANP (2016)). Finally, the subcritical steam Rankine cycle was chosen for 

being the power block used currently on CSP plants.  

Figure 11 - Modeled plant schematics 

 

Source: Adapted from Wittmann et al. (2012). 
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3.2 PLANT GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION 

The selection of a location for a CSP plant may consider many practical aspects. The 

yearly accumulated direct normal insolation (solar radiant energy per unit area) is 

unquestionably the primary decision factor. The minimum level of insolation recommended for 

CSP enterprises most frequently cited in the literature is 2000 kWh/m²/year, or 5,5 kWh/m2/day 

(MALAGUETA et al., 2013). As can be seen in figure 13, Brazil has an extensive area of its 

territory with direct normal isolation above this minimum value.  

The semi-arid region of the Brazilian Northeast is one of the areas with irradiance above 

the recommended levels mentioned before. On her work, Guimarães et al. (2010) analyzed 

multiple locations in the semi-arid region and evaluated which locations are best suited for 

implementing a CSP plant. The conclusion found was that the cities of Petrolina (PE), Bom 

Jesus da Lapa (BA) and Juazeiro (BA) were the most suitable places for such implementation. 

Besides the necessary irradiance level with low annual variation, these cities dispose of access 

to the electrical grid, to roads and airports and water, being beside one of Brazil’s largest rivers, 

the São Francisco river. Bom Jesus da Lapa (BJL) was also chosen as the location to be used in 

this work because the meteorological data for this location is available.  A summary of the 

geographical data of BJL can be seen in Table 3. 

Figure 12 - Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) distribution in Brazil 

 

Source: Malagueta et al. (2013). 
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Table 3 - Geographic coordinates of Bom Jesus da Lapa 

Standard longitude (𝝀𝒔𝒕𝒅) Local longitude (𝝀𝒍𝒐𝒄) Local latitude (𝝓) 
- 45° - 43.26° - 13.27° 

 

3.3 METEOROLOGICAL DATA 

The meteorological data (DNI, ambient dry bulb temperature and ambient wind speed) 

used in this work comes from the NREL National Radiation Database (NSRDB). This radiation 

database is considered the best source of solar data for locations like United States, Canada, 

Central and northern South America, Sri Lanka, India, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh, and parts of 

Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Myanmar, and western Southeast Asia (WILCOX, 2012). 

Typical-year data, also known as TMY – Typical Meteorological Year, was chosen for 

the simulation. A TMY file contains one year of hourly data that represents historical weather 

data throughout multiple years. This kind of weather file is used for simulations in which the 

estimate results represent an average yearly performance for a long-term solar project. 

(WILCOX, 2012). The TMY data from Bom Jesus da Lapa was built from the meteorological 

data over the 1998-2016 period. 

3.4 THE SIMULATION ALGORITHM 

The proposed plant model was developed using the software MATLAB and Engineering 

Equation Solver (EES). The simulation of the model happened for time steps of 1 hour. While 

all mass and energy calculations for the solar field were made into MATLAB for a time step, 

the mass and energy balances for the storage tanks were performed in EES. Also, as will be 

shown in section 3.7, the model for the power block was developed using MATLAB but 

integrated afterward in the storage tanks model in EES.  

MATLAB was used as the main platform in which the simulation took place. In a 

simulation timestep, all geographic and meteorological data loaded into MATLAB is used in 

the solar field model to calculate its outlet HTF mass flow rate and temperature. Next, the model 

in MATLAB compiles the necessary input information for the storage tanks model and calls 

EES to solve this storage model’s mass and energy balances. EES, then, exports the results back 

to MATLAB that, in turn, makes them ready for the next timestep simulation. The scheme of 

figure 14 illustrates this simulation process. 
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Figure 13 - Plant information flow schematics 
 

 

Source: Own authorship. 

3.5 SOLAR FIELD 

The solar field is the CSP plant system that is responsible for the conversion of solar 

radiant energy into thermal energy. The model developed in this work translates this process by 

first estimating the solar field size, estimating the solar position and the solar field collector 

optical efficiency for the given hour, estimating the HCE heat loss and the HTF’s absorbed heat 

and, finally adjusting the mass flow rates to obtain the maximum loop outlet temperature 

possible. The meteorological data might be resampled for simulations with time steps smaller 

than an hour. This process schematics can be seen in figure15. 

Figure 14 - Solar field information flow schematics 

 
Source: own authorship. 

The solar field collector components chosen for this work were the collector Eurotrough 

ET-150, with its 4 SCA per loop configuration, and the receiver HCEMS-11 from ASE. These 

two components were chosen because all needed technical information about them was 

available, Table 4 and Table 5, and because they, supposedly, fit together since the HCEMS-11 

receiver has the same geometrical features of length and outer absorber diameter as the ET-150 
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default receiver, the SCHOTT PTR70. Lastly, the molten salt mixture selected for the plant 

simulation was the - 60% NaNO3/40% KNO3 - Solar Salt mixture. The thermodynamic 

properties of the chosen molten salt, as well as of the air, can found in Appendix A. 

The piping between the storage and the SCA loops at the solar field were neglected. 

Consequently, no pressure loss analysis was made, and no solar field molten salt pump was 

modeled. Furthermore, this also leads to the disregard of the thermal inertia and heat losses of 

the piping in the thermal balance over the solar field. The practical implementation result of 

this neglection is that the temperature coming out of the cold tank is used as the loop inlet 

temperature, and the loop outlet temperature is placed as the hot tank inlet temperature when 

the minimum hot tank inlet temperature is reached. 

Table 4 - Main characteristic parameters of Eurotrough ET-150 solar collector 

Parameter Value Unit 

Aperture Length (𝐿 ) 1 5.77 [m] 
Focal Length (𝐿 )1 1.71 [m] 
SCA Length (𝐿 )1 148.5 [m] 
Net Aperture Area (𝐴𝑎𝑝)1 817.5 [m2] 
Absorber Tube Outer Diameter (𝐷 , )1 0.07 [m] 
Reflector Mirror Reflectivity (𝜓)2 0.92 - 
Intercept Factor (𝛾 )2 0.92 - 

Source: 1 - Lüpfert et al. (2003) ; 2 - Montes et al. (2009). 

Table 5 - Main characteristic parameters of the HCEMS-11 receiver 

Parameter Value Unit 

Maximum Operation Temperature1 550 [◦C] 
Maximum Operation Pressure1 20 [bar] 
Absorber Tube Outer Diameter (𝐷 , )1 0.07 [m] 
Absorber Tube Inner Diameter (𝐷 , )1 0.064 [m] 
Absorber Tube Absorbance (𝛼 )1 0.95 - 
Absorber Tube Emissivity at 400◦C (𝜁 )1 0.074 - 
Absorber Tube Thermal Conductivity at 500◦C (𝜅 )2 22 [W/m/K] 
Glass Envelope Outer Diameter (𝐷 , )1 0.125 [m] 
Glass Envelope Inner Diameter (𝐷 , )1 0.119 [m] 
Glass Envelope Absorbance (𝛼𝑒𝑛𝑣)3 0.02 - 
Glass Envelope Emissivity (𝜁 )3 0.86 - 
Glass Envelope Transmissivity (𝜏 )1 0.969 - 
Glass Envelope Thermal Conductivity (𝜅𝑒𝑛𝑣)3 1.04 [W/m/K] 

Source: 1 - Archimede Solar Energy (2016); 2 - AK Steel (2012); 3 - Sá (2013). 
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3.5.1 Solar field sizing 

To determine the size of the solar field means to calculate the number of solar field 

loops. This calculation is done using equation three where 𝑃 ,  is the plant’s nominal 

gross electrical power output, SM is the solar multiple, 𝜂  is the power block nominal 

efficiency,  𝐷𝑁𝐼 is the solar field’s nominal DNI, 𝜂 , °,  is the solar field nominal optical 

efficiency, 𝐴  is the collector aperture area and 𝑁  is the number of collector assemblies in 

the solar field loop. While the upper part of the equation accounts for the thermal energy that 

the solar field must deliver, the lower part accounts for the thermal energy a loop can provide 

on design conditions. Furthermore, the number of loops obtained with equation 3.1 is always 

rounded to the next larger even number since solar field usually have even distribution if loops. 

According to Moya (2012b), the nominal DNI is the radiance found at noon of a summer 

day at the CSP plant's location. Montes et al. (2009) choose to use 21st of June – the northern 

hemisphere’s summer solstice – to determine the nominal irradiance for his simulation. 

Following a similar approach to Moya (2012b) and Montes et al. (2009), the value of 963 W/m2 

was chosen as the nominal DNI. This value is the average between the noon irradiance on the 

21st and the 22nd of December since these are the days in which the southern summer solstice 

can happen.  

  ,
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  (3.1)

With the model described, the determination of the solar field size relies on choosing 

the solar multiple value. The solar multiple chosen for the simulations performed in this work 

has a value of 2.  

3.5.2 Meteorological data resampling 

As the available TMY data is hourly based, to allow for smaller time steps this data has 

to be resampled. The resampling process starts by rearranging the data in a matrix with the 

hourly data being grouped by day. Each day data group is then interpolated and resampled for 

the desired time step using the MATLAB function interp1 with the Shape-preserving piecewise 

cubic interpolation (PCHIP) method.  

Even though the option to adopt smaller time increments then the original 

meteorological data’s time steps, the simulation performed kept the time increment length of 1 

hour. The choice had to do with the fact that for time steps of one hour the simulation already 
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took a long time to be performed, about 15 hours for a computer with processor Intel Core-i5 

7200U (2.5 GHz). 

3.5.3 Solar tracking 

As described in section 2.3.3, solar tracking main focus is the determination of the sun’s 

trajectory across the sky through the day. Such determination can be done by calculating the 

declination, the hour angle and the solar zenith angle. Afterward, the incidence angle, the 

angular relationship between the direct solar irradiation and the collectors, can be calculated. 

All equation in this section come from Duffie e Beckman (2006). 

First, the declination (𝛿) can be escribed by the equation 3.2 where 𝑦 is the day of the 

year, from 1 to 365. 

  360 (284 )23.45sin
365

y     
 

 (3.2)

Next, to calculate the solar angle (𝜔), equation 3.3, it is necessary to know the solar 

time, in hours, which, in turn, is calculated by equation 3.4. 

  15 ( 12)solt     (3.3)

  
15 60sol std

Shift Et t    (3.4)

The 𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 is calculated as the difference between the standard longitude and the local 

longitude, equation 3.5. The standard longitude is the longitude of the location's time zone. 

 std locShift     (3.5)

The solar time correction (𝐸), in minutes, is calculated with equation 3.6 and equation 

3.7. 

  5 3 2229.2 (7.5 10 1.868 10 cos( ) 3.2077 10 sin( )E B B          
 2 21.4615 10 cos(2 ) 4.089 10 sin(2 ))B B      

(3.6)

  

  360 ( 1)
365

yB  
  (3.7)

Finally, the zenith angle can be calculated by equation 3.8. 

  1cos (sin( )sin( ) cos( )cos( )cos( ))z        (3.8)
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With the values of declination, hour angle and solar zenith, calculating the incidence 

angle, equation 3.9. This equation represents the incidence angle for single axis tracking 

collectors aligned in the north-south direction with continuous adjustment to minimize the angle 

of incidence. 

 2 2 2 1/2cos (cos ( ) cos ( ) sin ( ))z        (3.9)

3.5.4 Optical efficiency  

3.5.4.1 Incidence angle modifier 
According to Geyer et al. (2002), equation 3.10 calculates the incidence angle modifier 

for the ET-150 solar collector.  

 5 2 4cos( ) 2.859621 10 5.25097 10IAM             (3.10)

3.5.4.2 Mutual shading 
According to Wagner e Gilman (2011), the shadow loss factor can be calculated with 

equation 3.11. It takes into account the collector aperture length (𝐿 ), the distance between 

rows (𝐿 _ ) and the position of the sun in relation to the collector with the zenith and 

incidence angles. 

  _ cos( )
min 1, max 0,

cos( )
btw rows s

Shadow
ap

L
L






  
       




 (3.11)

3.5.4.3 End loss 
Depending on the incidence angle, the first reflected solar beams reach the HCE at a 

certain distance of the receiver's tip leaving a section without concentrated radiation. Similarly, 

depending on the incidence angle, the solar beams to reach the end of a collector assembly gets 

reflected without reaching that collector’s HCE. However, part of this lost reflected radiation 

can be captured by the next collector assembly in the row representing an energy gain, called 

end gain, that partially offsets the end loss. The End Loss factor is calculated with equation 3.12 

where 𝐿  is the collector’s focal length and 𝐿 , is the effective focal length. The effective 

focal length is calculated with equation 3.13 (WAGNER, GILMAN, 2011). 

 , , .tan( ) tan( )
1 f eff f eff btw sca

EndLoss
sca sca

L L L
L L

 



    

(3.12)
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(3.13)

As it is calculated, different collectors have different end losses. The first collector in a 

row has no end gain. On an attempt of simplification, it will be assumed that the end loss is an 

average value of the end loss of the collectors in the loop (two with end gain and two without 

end gain). 

3.5.4.4 Cleanliness factor 
According to Paraschiv et al. (2010), the cleanness factor for ET-150 parabolic collectors has a 
value of 0.97. 

3.5.5 Solar field absorbed energy 

The HCE’s absorbed useful energy collected by an assembly can be defined as the 

difference between the radiant energy absorbed and heat lost by the HCE. This absorbed energy 

can be calculated by using equation 3.14, equation 3.15 and equation 3.16 where 𝐷𝑁𝐼  is the 

available irradiance, �̇�  is absorbed energy linear flux in the HCE, �̇�  is the energy loss 

linear flux in the HCE, �̇�  is the absorbed useful energy rate, in other words, the rate at 

which energy is carried by the HTF, and 𝐿  is the assembly length. 

  cos( )av optDNI DNI      (3.14)

  ABS av apq DNI L    (3.15)

  ( )USEFUL abs HL SCAq q q L       (3.16)

It is important to note that, as the temperature of the HTF changes through the different 

assemblies of the loop, the heat losses and the amount of energy absorbed by the HTF have 

different values for different assemblies in the loop. 

The HCE heat loss for each collector is calculated in the via an iterative method based in the 

temperature in the absorber tube's outer surface and the glass envelope's inner surface as 

described by Wagner e Gilman (2011). The calculation of the heat loss can be divided in, first, 

setting a guess value for the temperatures across the HCE’s cross-section based in the HTF 

temperature coming from the cold storage tank, determining the systems thermal resistances for 

those temperatures, calculating the heat loss. After the first iteration, the temperatures across 

the HCE cross-section are recalculated and used to determine the heat loss once again. This 
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procedure repeats itself until a stopping criterion is met. The heat transfer phenomena and 

temperature distribution across the HCE can be seen in the illustration of figure 16. 

Figure 15 - Heat transfer phenomena and temperature distribution across the HCE 

 
Source: Adapted from Wagner e Gilman (2011). 

On a given timestep, the guess temperature distribution can be done with equation 3.17 

to equation 3.20. In these equations, 𝑇   is the HTF temperature, 𝑇 ,   is the temperature in 

the absorber inner surface, 𝑇 ,  is the temperature in the absorber outer surface, 𝑇 ,  is the 

temperature in the glass envelope inner surface, 𝑇 ,  is the temperature in the glass envelope 

outer surface, 𝑇  is the environment’s dry bulb temperature. All temperatures used in the heat 

loss calculation are in Kelvin (K). 

 , 2abs i HTFT T   (3.17)

 , , 5abs o abs iT T   (3.18)

 , , ,0.8 ( )env i abs o abs o ambT T T T     (3.19)

 , , 2env o env iT T   (3.20)

The determination of the HCE’s thermal resistances also follows an iterative process 

that solves the thermal problem for the heat transfers and interactions between the HCE and the 

ambient in a similar fashion to solving an electrical circuit. Each thermal interaction has its 

resistance that can be summed up to represent the whole thermal circuit. 

Six different thermal interactions can be accounted in the HCE: the forced convection 

between HTF and absorber tube (HTF_abs), the conduction through the absorber tube (abs_abs), the 

radiation between absorber and glass envelope (abs_env), the conduction through the glass 

envelope (env_env), the connection between the glass envelope and environment (env_amb) and the 

radiation between the envelope and environment (env_sky). The convection inside the cavity 
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between absorber tube and glass envelope is not accounted by considering the existence of 

permanent vacuum in that region. The physical modeling of each resistance can be found in 

Appendix B. 

With the resistances defined, it is possible to calculate the collector assembly linear heat 

loss, as seen in equation 3.21 where. Next, the temperature distribution is recalculated based in 

the heat loss just found, equation 3.22 to 3.25. 

 _ , _ ,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

( ) ( )env sky abs o sky env amb abs o amb

abs env env amb env env env amb abs env env sky env env env sky env amb env sky
HL

R T T R T T
q

R R R R R R R R R R
  

 
   

 

    
  (3.21)

 , _( )tb i htf abs HL HTF absT T q q R       (3.22)

 , , _( )tb o tb i ab sHs as babLT T q q R       (3.23)

 , , _env i tb o HL abs envT T q R    (3.24)

 , _,env o env i e envnvHLT T q R    (3.25)

The iterative process stops when the stop criteria described by equation 3.26, gets 

smaller than 0.05 or the number of iterations is bigger than 4.  
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  (3.26)

3.5.6 Nodal energy balance 

It is necessary to solve the energy balance across the solar field loop for a given timestep 

to find the solar field outlet HTF temperature. The energy balance problem is solved in this 

work with the use of the nodal assembly approach proposed by Wagner e Gilman (2011). In this 

approach, the collector assembly’s energy balance counts with transient terms and is made for 

each assembly.  

The energy balance for the HCE control volume of a single SCA node take into 

consideration the HTF’s inlet energy flow (�̇� , ), the outlet energy flow (�̇� , ), the absorbed 

energy (positive for net absorption and negative for net loss), and the internal energy term (U), 

equation 3.27. From this expression, the inlet and outlet energy flows can be rearranged and 

expressed as in equation 3.28, where 𝑚  is the HTF’s mass inside an assembly’s HCE, �̇�  

is the mass flow rate passing through the assembly, and consequently through the loop, 𝑐  is 

the HTF’s specific heat calculated at nodal average temperature, 𝑇 , , and 𝑇 , ,  are 
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the assembly inlet and outlet HTF temperatures and 𝑇 , is the assembly’s nodal average 

temperature. The internal energy can be expressed as in equation 3.29.  

 , ,SCA i USEFUL SCA o
Uq q q
t


  


    (3.27)

 , , , , , , , , ,( ) 2 ( )SCA i SCA o HTF HTF HTF SCA i HTF SCA o HTF HTF HTF SCA i HTF SCAq q m c T T m c T T             (3.28)

 HTF HTF
U Tm c
t t

 
  

 
 (3.29)

With the substitution of the previous expression onto the energy balance equation, the 

equation ends as a linear differential equation, equation 3.30, with general solution expressed 

by equation 3.31 and equation 3.32 where Δ𝑡 is the time step length. The assembly node outlet 

temperature can be found using the average temperature definition as in equation 3.33. The 

unknown constant C1 is found by enforcing the boundary condition that the average nodal 

temperature at the beginning of the time step is equal to the average nodal temperature at the 

end of the previous time step. 

As the calculated temperature for each node depends on both the inlet temperature of 

the previous assembly and the average node temperature from the previous time step, these 

values must be established as boundary conditions. The temperature of the SCA node at the 

previous time step is stored every time step while the inlet temperature, for the assemblies after 

the first SCA, is set equal to the outlet temperature of the previous node as means of fulfilling 

this boundary conditions  

 ,2 ( )HTF SCA i SCA USEFUL

HTF HTF

m T T qT
t m c

   


 

 
 (3.30)
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 , ,2SCA o SCA SCA iT T T    (3.33)

It is important to mention that this energy balance model does not account for the 

thermal inertia from the distribution piping and its transient effects. The HTF mass in the HCE 

is obtained by equation 3.34. 
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3.5.7 Heat transfer fluid freezing protection 

During the night or in periods of low radiation, if the temperature of the HTF at the end 

of a collector assembly falls under the minimum allowed temperature (𝑇 , ) of 265 °C, the 

SCA outlet temperature is set to 265 °C and the freezing protection heat used to keep the HTF 

from solidifying can be calculated via equation 3.35. 

 , ,( )HCE FP HTF HTF HCE FP SCAq m c T T    (3.35)

3.5.8 Mass flow rate controller 

The mass flow controller is a logical controller implemented as an iterative process 

divided into two parts. The first part of the controller consists of determining the time step initial 

guess value for mass flow rate. After analyzing the available radiation data, a linear relationship 

between the guess mass flow rate and the available irradiance was drawn. For radiation values 

smaller than 100 W/m2, the mass flow rate is set to the minimum limit while, for values above 

100 W/m2, the mass flow rate is given by equation 3.36. 

  , 0.0068 0.036HTF guess avm DNI    (3.36)

With the loop absorbed useful heat, meaning the sum of the absorbed heat for each 

assembly in the loop, and with loop outlet temperature, which is the outlet temperature of the 

last SCA in the loop, obtained with the guessed mass flow rate, the mass flow rate value is 

recalculated and adjusted via equation 3.37. This new value is then reintroduced as the mass 

flow rate of the next iteration. The controller is set to adjust the mass flow so that the loop outlet 

temperature is maximized. Nonetheless, limitations are made so that the loop outlet temperature 

does not get higher than the solar field outlet nominal temperature of 550 °C. 

The process described before repeats itself until the solar field outlet temperature is 

between 549.85 °C and 550 °C and the stop criterium, equation 3.38 and equation 3.39, fall 

under the threshold of 0.00001. Furthermore, if, in a given iteration, the new value of mass flow 

rate found is smaller than the minimum mass flow rate, the next iteration’s mass flow rate is 

corrected to the minimum value. The same kind of correction happens if the newly calculated 

mass flow rate is above the maximum mass flow rate. 
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  var ,controller controller pastStopCrit abs StopCrit StopCrit   (3.39)

The mass flow rate limits used by the controller are calculated using equation 3.40 and 

equation 3.41, respectively, where, 𝑣 ,  is the minimum flow speed allowed in the solar 

field loop and 𝑣 ,  is the maximum flow speed allowed in the solar field loop. In this work, 

the mass flow rate limits were determined based on the NREL software System Advisor Model 

(SAM) suggested solar salt minimum and maximum solar field flow velocity of 0.116 m/s and 

1.437 m/s respectively. These velocity values result in a minimum loop mass flow rate of 0.71 

kg/s and a maximum loop mass flow rate of 8.2 kg/s. 
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3.5.9 Collector defocusing  

As in the performed simulations the mass flow rates obtained did not reach the 

maximum value at any time, the collector defocusing model to tackle HTF over-heating was 

not needed since there is no scenario in which the mass flow rate controller cannot maintain the 

HTF temperature at its operational limit.  
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3.5.10 Solar field nominal parameters 

The solar field nominal parameters used in the plant simulation can be found at table 6.  

Table 6 -Solar field nominal parameters 

Parameter Value Unit 

Nominal irradiance (𝐷𝑁𝐼 ) 966.5 W/m2 
Nominal optical efficiency (𝜂 , ) 0.73 - 
Solar Multiple (𝑆𝑀) 2 - 
Number of assemblies per loop (𝑁 ) 4 - 
Number of loops in the solar field (𝑁 ) 80 - 
Net solar field collection area 261600 m2 

Distance between assemblies in a row (𝐿 _ ) 11 m 
Distance between rows (𝐿 _ ) 18 m 
Nominal inlet temperature (𝑇 , , ) 550 °C 
Nominal outlet temperature (𝑇 , , ) 280 °C 
HTF minimum tempererature(𝑇 , ) 260 °C 
Loop minimum mass flow rate (�̇� , ) 0.71 kg/s 
Loop maximum mass flow rate (�̇� , ) 8.04 kg/s 

  

3.6 THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE 

The thermal energy storage is the CSP plant system that is responsible for storing the 

energy harnessed from the sun in the solar field. As indicated in section 3.1, the storage system 

modeled is composed of two tanks, one containing hot fluid, at a nominal temperature of 550°C, 

and another containing cold fluid, at a nominal temperature of 280°C. In EES, the model 

developed solves the mass and energy balances for both the tanks in a simultaneous interactive 

process. For simplification, stored fluid stratification was not accounted, and therefore the 

model treats the fluid in tanks as a homogeneous.  

3.6.1 Storage tank sizing 

Defining the storage tank dimensions starts by establishing the TES thermal capacity 

(𝐸 ), equation 3.42. The thermal capacity amounts the thermal energy necessary to feed the 

power block on nominal conditions and full load production during a given number of hours. 

In equation 3.42, 𝑃 ,  is power block’s nominal gross power output and Δ𝑡  is the 

number of hours the TES can feed the power block at nominal conditions, also known as storage 

time.  
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The salt mass necessary to store an amount of energy equivalent to the thermal capacity 

for the given hot and cold tanks nominal temperatures, 𝑇 ,  and 𝑇 ,  respectively, can 

be calculated by equation 3.43. Besides the thermal capacity, equation 3.41 takes in account 

actual TES tanks’ constructive limitations. In real tanks, the salt pump headers can’t reach the 

last 5% of the salts volume (BIENCINTO et al., 2014). 
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 (3.43)

The next step in the storage sizing is calculating the tanks’ volume. The volume for each 

tank can be calculated with equation 3.44 where the specific mass (𝜌 ) for each tank is 

calculated for their nominal temperature. An extrapolation of 10% is made on the volume of 

both tanks as this extra space is required as a security measure in real tanks (BIENCINTO et 

al., 2014) . When calculating Tank parameters, it is necessary to choose one of the tanks 

performing the calculation with the corresponding tank’s properties and parameters. 
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 (3.44)

Afterward, with a fixed height (𝐻 ) of 14 m, it is possible to calculate each tank’s 

diameter (𝐷 ) with equation 3.45 and then the tank external surface area (𝐴 ) with 

equation 3.46.  

 2 Tank
Tank
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 (3.45)
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For the TES sizing model described, the variable that can be chosen to determine the 

TES size is the storage time. The plant simulated in this work has a storage time of 15 hours. 

This storage time was chosen because it is between the 11.5 hours average night duration and 

performed in this work  
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3.6.2 Hot tank mass and energy balances 

As a control volume, the hot tank counts with an inlet mass and energy flow from the 

solar field (�̇� , , �̇� , ), an outlet mass and energy flow to the power block heat exchanges 

(�̇� , , �̇� , ) and the stored fluid and its energy (𝑚 , 𝑄 ). Based on this description, 

the mass balance for the hot tank can be represented by equation 3.47. In this equation, the 

known parameters at the beginning of the time step (𝑡) are used to determine the salt mass in 

the tank at the end of the time step (𝑡 + Δ𝑡).  

 , ,
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m m
m m
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Next, the total energy balance for the same control volume is expressed by equation 3.48 

where 𝑇  is the reference temperature, set at 25°C. This equation is used to determine the 

tank’s fluid temperature at the end of the time step.  
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,, , ,HT tHT t HT t HT t refTQ m c T T     (3.51)

These two balances can then be solved by the introduction of a linearized relationship 

between the outlet mass flow rate at the beginning of the time step and the lastly found tank’s 

fluid temperature at the end of the time step better explained in section 3.7.  

3.6.3 Cold tank mass and energy balances 

The mass balance over the cold tank control volume is expressed by equation 3.52. This 

control volume encompasses the inlet mass flow and energy flux coming from the heat 

exchangers of the power block (�̇� , , �̇� , ), the inlet flow coming from the recirculation 

system (�̇� , , �̇� , ),  the outlet flow that goes to the solar field (�̇� , , �̇� , ) and 

the stored fluid and its energy (𝑚 , 𝑄 ). Similar to the mass balance in the hot tank, the mass 

balance in the cold tank is used to determine the mass contained in the tank by the end of the 

time step.  
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The energy balance over the cold tank control volume is expressed by equation 3.53. 

Again, similarly to the hot tank, the cold tank energy balance is used to estimate the tank’s fluid 

temperature at the end of the time step.  
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To solve the cold tank’s balances, the cold tank’s inlet mass flow rate coming from the 

power block is set equal to the hot tank’s outlet mass flow rate while the temperature of the 

incoming fluid from the power block is fixed in 278,7°C. 

3.6.4 Tank heat loss 

The model developed in EES accounts for heat loss in the tanks. The heat loss can be 

calculated for each tank by using equation 3.58 with their respective parameters. Equation 3.58 

was derived from heat loss measurements done in the storage tanks from the Solar Two Solar 

Tower plant (HERRMANN, KELLY, PRICE, 2004). 

  , ,1000 0.00017 0.012Tank HL Tank t Tankq T A      (3.58)

3.6.5 Tank temperature control 

As in the solar field, the solidification or excessive temperature fall are points that must 

be controlled in the storage tanks. The control is made by a safety heating system. When the 

salt in the hot tank has its fluid temperature falling below its minimum level of 520°C, it gets 

heated. Likewise, when the salt stored in the cold tank has its temperature falls below the 

temperature of 265°C, heat is introduced to keep it above this level. Equation 3.59 calculates 

the heat supplied to the tanks. 𝑇 ,  is the minimum temperature level possible in each tank. 
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,min, , ,min ,TankTank FP Tank t t Tank Tank t tTq m c T T      (3.59)

3.6.6 Thermal energy storage nominal parameters 

The major nominal parameters from the thermal energy storage system can be seen in 

table 7. 

Table 7 - Thermal energy storage nominal parameters 

Parameter Value Unit 
Storage time (Δ𝑡 ) 15 h 
Thermal Capacity (𝐸 ) 1357.1 MWh 
Storage mass (𝑚 ) 12546 ton 
Tank height (𝐻 ) 14 m 
TES tanks’ diameter (𝐷 /𝐷 ) 26.86/25.62 m 
TES tanks’ surface area (𝐴 /𝐴 ) 2314.1/2158.1 m2 
TES nominal temperatures (𝑇 , /𝑇 , ) 550/280 °C 
TES minimum temperatures 𝑇 , /𝑇 , ) 520/260 °C 

 
3.7 POWER BLOCK 

The power block is the plant section that converts the thermal energy delivered by the 

hot storage tank into electricity. The Rankine cycle that does this conversion was implemented 

in MATLAB using the water/steam thermodynamic library XSteam (HOLMGREN, 2007). This 

implementation was then condensed to an equation to be used together with the hot storage tank 

model in EES. 

The relationship that represents the power block in the EES simulation is built from 

some different assumptions. The first and most important assumption about the operation of the 

power block accounts for the power block to be working steadily on nominal conditions for any 

time step in which the hot storage tank has enough thermal energy, or in other words enough 

stored salt mass, to feed the power block’s energy demand during that time step. The refered 

operation condition means constant energy flux through the heat exchangers, constant power 

block efficiency and fixed electrical power output. Moreover, the model assumes that the heat 

exchangers have constant nominal overall heat exchange coefficients (𝑈𝐴) and that the 

temperature of the salt leaving the power block exchanges entering the cold tank is fixed in 

278°C.  

With previous assumptions, it is possible to calculate the mass flow rate at which the 

hot tank storage, at a certain temperature, must supply salt to the power block heat exchangers 
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to match the energy flux demanded by the steam cycle at the nominal condition. Repeating this 

calculation for different storage fluid temperatures across the range of allowed temperatures in 

the hot tank (520°C-550°C) allows for the establishment of a linear relationship between the 

hot tank’s temperature and the outlet temperature, equation 3.58. Equation 3.58 is a relationship 

with a 0.999 correlation coefficient. 

  , , ,0.921 725.19
PBHT o t HT t tm T      (3.60)

3.7.2 The modeled Rankine cycle  

The Rankine cycle modeled in this work is an adaptation of the simplified SEGS VI 

Rankine cycle suggested by  Patnode (2006) and also applied by Sá (2013). Figure 16 shows 

an illustration of the original SEGS VI power block while figure 17 shows the adapted power 

block where feed-water heaters were substituted by open mixing vessels. In this simplified 

model, it is considered that the thermodynamic state of a power block component’s outlet is 

kept as the thermodynamic state of the next component’s inlet. Also, it is important to notice 

that this model does not consider pressure drops and water/vapor leakages. Each power block 

component model is described in Appendix C.  
 

Figure 16 - SEGS VI power block layout 

 
Source: Adapted from Sá (2013). 

3.7.3  Plant net electrical power output definition 

As seen in table 9, the nominal net electrical power output chosen for the plant was 30 𝑀𝑊 . This choice was made based on a Brazilian federal law that that gives electricity 
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distribution and electric grid usage taxes total waver to power station projects that use 

renewable energy sources such solar thermo power and inputs up until 30 𝑀𝑊 in the national 

electric grid (ANEEL, 2007). 

3.7.4 Power block nominal parameters 

Figure 17 shows the modeled power block layout, and table 8 indicates the 

thermodynamic parameters for the different points in the Rankine cycle for nominal conditions. 

Table 9 indicates the general nominal power block parameters. 
 

Figure 17 - Modeled Rankine cycle layout and thermodynamic cycle points 

 
Source: Adapted from Sá (2013). 
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Table 8 - Rankine cycle thermodynamic parameters 

Power Block 
Point Number P [bar] T [◦C] h [KJ/kg] s [J/kg◦C] x [-] �̇� [kg/s] 

PB-1 100.00 540.00 3476.9 6.73 1 29.22 
PB-2 50.00 436.50 3284.90 6.78 1 1.46 
PB-3 15.00 286.17 3007.30 6.87 1 27.76 
PB-4 15.00 393.66 3242.70 7.25 1 27.76 
PB-5 8.50 321.58 3101.20 7.28 1 1.39 
PB-6 2.50 190.23 2848.50 7.36 1 1.32 
PB-7 0.10 45.81 2393.90 7.55 0.92 25.05 
PB-8 0.10 45.81 191.81 0.65 0 25.05 
PB-9 2.50 45.85 192.14 0.65 0 25.05 
PB-10 2.50 77.58 324.95 1.05 0 26.37 
PB-11 8.50 77.67 325.83 1.05 0 26.37 
PB-12 8.50 110.65 464.60 1.43 0 27.76 
PB-13 50 111.51 471.25 1.43 0 27.76 
PB-14 50 144.63 611.93 1.78 0 29.22 
PB-15 100.00 145.72 619.82 1.79 0 29.22 
PB-16 100.00 310.99 1407.90 3.36 0 29.22 
PB-17 100.00 310.99 2725.50 5.62 0 29.22 
PB-18 - 25.00 104.83 - 0 1319.5 
PB-19 - 35.00 146.84 - 0 1319.5 
PB-20 - 550.00 - - 0 204.17 
PB-21 - 469.71 - - 0 204.17 
PB-22 - 345.08 - - 0 204.17 
PB-23 - 269.69 - - 0 204.17 
PB-24 - 550 - - 0 22.60 
PB-25 - 360 - - 0 22.60 

Table 9 - Power block nominal parameters 
Parameter Value Unit 

Net power output (𝑃 ) 30 MW 

Gross power output (𝑃 ) 35.29 MW 

Power block Rankine cycle efficiency (𝜂 ) 0.39 - 

Gross to net power conversion efficiency (𝜂 _ _ ) 0.85 - 

High-pressure turbine efficiency (𝜂 ) 0.85 - 

Low-pressure turbine efficiency (𝜂 ) 0.88 - 

Pump efficiency (𝜂 ) 0.69 - 

Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient Superheater (𝑈𝐴 ) 124.18 [kW/°C] 
Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient Evaporator (𝑈𝐴 ) 475.20 [kW/°C] 
Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient Economizer (𝑈𝐴 ) 330.70 [kW/°C] 
Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient Reheater (𝑈𝐴 ) 59.40 [kW/°C] 
Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient Condenser (𝑈𝐴 ) 3613.70 [kW/°C]  
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3.8 SIMULATION INITIAL CONDITIONS  

Melting the salt inventory and getting it ready to be used in the solar field is a costly 

process, the initial mass and temperature in the tanks were chosen and calculated to minimize 

these costs. The hot tank starts the simulation with its 5% minimum volume, at the temperature 

of 540 °C, and the cold tank starts the simulation with the rest of the TES mass stored at the 

temperature of 280°C which means that at the first time step the solar field is fed with molten 

salt at 280°C. 

3.9 OPERATION MODEL 

The plant operation regards the interaction of the solar field with the storage tanks and 

the interaction of the storage tanks with the power block. First, due to the use of molten salt and 

its high freezing temperature, the solar field always has fluid passing through it. The HTF 

temperature is always kept between 260 °C and 550°C employing mass flow rate control and 

impedance heating. After passing through the solar field, the outlet salt flow can be directed to 

the hot tank or cold tank depending on the outlet temperature and the storage tanks’ levels. At 

day, if the solar field outlet temperature is above 520°C, the molten salt flux is allowed to go to 

the hot tank. Below this temperature level, the fluid is recirculated to the cold tank which means 

that at night, when there is no insolation, the fluid is also directed back to the cold tank. 

 Recirculation of the solar field outlet can also happen depending on the storage tanks’ 

volume levels. If the estimated hot storage tank volume on a given time step is above the hot 

tank’s maximum volume, the solar field outlet is recirculated on that time step. Similarly, if the 

estimated volume for the cold tank on a given time step falls below the tank’s minimum volume, 

the solar field outlet is also recirculated.  

As the last two cases of HTF recirculation happen in periods of high insolation, the fluid 

recirculated would theoretically return to the cold tank at temperatures close or equal to 550°C. 

However, as during both of this recirculation cases, the cold tank is storing a small amount of 

salt, adding the high-temperature HTF coming from the solar field to the cold tank makes the 

tank’s temperature to rise to a value close to the solar field’s nominal temperature. 

Consequently, the rise of temperature in the cold tank allows for the molten salt to enter the 

solar field in the next time step at temperatures close to the solar field temperature limit.   

This cold tank temperature rise generates inconsistencies in the calculation of the HCE 

thermal resistances since viscosity values calculated get too low resulting in complex number 

results and the simulation the simulation to crash. To avoid these inconsistencies, if the HTF is 

recirculated because of the conditions of storage limit conditions, the fluid is set to return to the 
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cold tank at a maximum temperature of 300°C. The temperature reduction is achievable in a 

real plant using defocusing the collectors in the solar field. 

 As explained before, as long as there is enough mass in the hot storage tank to feed the 

power block and match its thermal energy demand, the power block produces the net power 

output for the duration of the time step. No schedule is made for energy generation. However, 

at the beginning of the simulation, the power block only starts to work after the hot storage tank 

reaches 10% of its volume. Furthermore, the power block is also turned off when the estimated 

cold tank volume is above the cold tank’s maximum.  
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter deals with the results of the simulation performed using the models and 

descriptions made in the previous chapter. The modeled plant was simulated for a size defined 

by the solar multiple and the TES capacity, with values of 2 and 15h respectively. The main 

results presented in this section concern the plant’s annual performance and the model validity 

verification.  

3.10 ANNUAL PERFORMANCE 

The generation of thermal energy, and consequently the generation of electrical energy, from a 

concentrated solar power plant, depends primarily on the available solar resources. Figure 18 

shows the distribution of solar irradiation of a typical meteorological year. In this distribution, 

it is possible to observe that, for the period from October to April, the direct radiation incident 

on BJL presents great variability unlike the period from April to September in which the 

incident radiation remains stable. This phenomenon is since in BJL, as in much of northeastern 

Brazil, the year can be divided between the wet season and the dry season. While the beginning 

and end of the year is the rainy season, in which there is a significant presence of cloud cover, 

the middle of the year is the dry season presents clear skies, as can be seen in Figure 19. 

 
Figure 18 - Annual distribution of hourly DNI 

 
Source: Own authorship 
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Figure 19 – Annual distribution of cloudiness in BJL 

 
Source: Weather Spark. 

 
 

To better visualize the distribution of the radiation incident in BJL as well as to facilitate 

future comparisons, figure 20 shows the annual distribution of accumulated radiative incident 

energy. In this figure, it is easy to notice that the months of the rainy season, October to March, 

have lower radiation than the months of the dry season, from April to September. It is also noted 

in figure 20 that the profile formed by the top of its bars presents similarity to the profile formed 

by the 'without clouds' region in figure 19. 
 

Figure 20 – Annual distribution of monthly cumulative solar field incoming radiant energy  

 
Source: Own authorship. 
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In figure 21 it is possible to visualize the accumulated monthly production of the useful 

thermal energy of the solar field. It is observed that unlike the available radiative energy, the 

thermal energy produced by the solar field has a decrease in April to July. This drop is caused 

by the combination of decreasing temperatures in the locality, figure 22, which increases the 

thermal losses as well as the decrease of the optical efficiency as a function of the variation of 

the declination and other solar angles. The monthly variation of the mean thermal efficiency of 

the solar field can be seen in figure 23.  

It is relevant to notice that the system’s thermal energy has this profile throughout the 

year because no auxiliary heating system was used. In the case of one of these systems were 

used, the thermal input would be more evenly distributed throughout the year. 
 

Figure 21 - Annual distribution of monthly cumulative solar field thermal energy output  

 
Source: Own authorship 

 
Figure 22 - Annual distribution of monthly average dry bulb ambient temperature 

 

 
Source: Own authorship. 
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Figure 23 - Annual distribution of monthly average solar field thermal efficiency 

 

Source: Own authorship. 

The amounts of the monthly distribution of generated electricity, the capacity factor, and 

solar-electric efficiency can be seen in Table 10. 

Table 10 - Main plant electric generation parameters 

Month 
Net Electrical Power 

Output [GWh] 

Capacity 

Factor [-] 

Solar-to-Electric 

Efficiency [-] 

January 9.75 0.44 20.79 
February 9.51 0.47 22.13 
March 11.34 0.51 21.73 
April 9.96 0.46 19.23 
May 8.85 0.39 16.85 
June 8.61 0.39 15.18 
July 9.66 0.43 15.84 

August 12.21 0.54 18.35 
September 13.53 0.63 21.20 

October 12.00 0.54 22.24 
November 8.07 0.37 21.21 
December 9.90 0.44 20.87 

 

In the graphical distribution of the above results, Figure 24 to 26 shows that while the 

month of greatest electric generation in September, given the higher incidence of solar radiation, 

the highest solar-electric efficiency occurs in October, with a value of 22 %, as this month 

combines high ambient temperatures and intense incident solar radiation. It is also possible to 

verify that the lowest electric generation occurs in November, when there is the highest 
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cloudiness rate of the year, as can be seen in figure 19. However, the lowest efficiency occurs 

in June, the month in which winter begins and thus the time of the lowest optical efficiency of 

the solar collectors. 
 

Figure 24 - Annual distribution of monthly cumulative net electrical power output 

 
Source: Own authorship 

 
Figure 25 - Annual distribution of monthly average solar-to-electric efficiency 

 
Source: Own authorship 
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Figure 26 - Annual distribution of the capacity factor 

 
Source: Own authorship. 

Table 11 gives a summary of the main cumulative or average parameters of the plant for 

the total period of 1 year. 

Table 11 - Main Annual performance parameters 

Parameter Value Unit 

Cumulative incoming radiant energy  634.78 [GWh] 
Solar field thermal power output 376.63 [GWh] 
Solar field thermal efficiency 0.593 [-] 
Electric energy output  123.39 [GWh] 
Capacity factor 0.469 [-] 
Solar to electric efficiency 0.194 [-] 

 

3.11 MODEL VALIDITY CHECK 

To verify the validity of the model to represent the real system, a comparative analysis 

was performed between the results generated by the simulation of the plant in MATLAB and 

EES and the simulation made in SAM, a free software developed by NREL to analyze the 

operational and financial performance of various renewable sources, with equivalent 

parameters. It was decided to assess the validity of the model in this way because no 

experimental data on the operation of a parabolic trough plant with molten salt as heat transfer 

fluid was found. 

In the modeling made in SAM, the physical characteristics of the modeled plant were 

implemented as well as the operating conditions and simplifying considerations were adapted 
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by adjusting the variables within the NREL software. The parameters used in the System 

Adviser Model are listed in table 12.  

SAM has libraries for SCAs, HCEs and power blocks in which each listed component 

has its own optical and thermal efficiency models. Thus, in the verification simulation, it was 

decided to use the Eurotrough ET150 collector assembly and the heat collector element 2008 

PTR70 with vacuum, throughout the solar field. The parameter values suggested by the 

software were maintained for each of them. Also, the choice of the 2008 PTR70 was because 

the HMS11 receiver was not listed in SAM and the chosen HCE was a similar option. As for 

the power block, the SEGS 30MWe Turbine model was chosen, and the efficiency of the 

thermodynamic cycle was altered to correspond to the Rankine cycle developed in this work. 

Table 12 – SAM’s model parameters 

Parameter Value Unit 

Solar field 
HTF type Hitec Solar Salt  
Solar Multiple  2 [-] 
Distance between SCAs in a row  11 [m] 
Distance between rows  18 [m] 
Number of SCAs per row  4 [-] 
Solar field nominal inlet temperature  280 [°C] 
Solar field nominal outlet temperature  550 [ºC] 
Solar field initial temperature   280 [ºC] 
Piping heat loss at design temperature  0 [W/m2] 
Minimum HTF temperature  260 [ºC] 
Solar Multiple reference DNI  966.500 [W/m2] 
Optical efficiency  0.767 [-] 
Collectors (SCAs) – Euro Trough ET150 (SAM’s library values) 
SCA length  150 [m] 
SCA aperture  5.750 [m] 
SCA aperture reflective area  817.500 [m2] 
Average focal length  2.100 [m2] 
Mirror reflectance 0.935 [-] 
Receiver (HCEs) – 2008 Schott PTR70 Vacuum (SAM’s library values) 
Bellows shadowing  0.963 [-] 
Envelope transmissivity  0.963 [-] 
Envelope absorption  0.96 [-] 
Power Block – SEGS 30 MWe Turbine 
Rated cycle conversion efficiency  0.392 [-] 
Max turbine over design operation  1 [-] 
Minimum turbine operation  0.2 [-] 
Estimated gross to net conversion efficiency 0.85 [-] 
Estimated Net output  30 [MW] 
Fraction of thermal power for startup  0 [-] 
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Thermal Storage 
Equivalent full load hours of TES 15 h 
Storage system configuration Two Tank [-] 
Storage fluid type Hitec Solar Salt [-] 
Turbine TES Adjustment – Efficiency  1 [-] 
Turbine TES Adjustment – Gross Output  1 [-] 
Tank heat losses 0.4 [MWh] 
Parasitic 
Total design point parasitic  1.31 [MWe] 

 

The comparative table 13 shows the main results of both simulated models. The results 

present a 1.54% difference to the MATLAB / EES model. This difference is caused by the fact 

that the SAM model represents the parasitic losses in a more detailed way considering losses 

for example with the cooling tower and the heat exchangers. The small difference indicates that 

the model developed in this work has good validity. 

 
Table 13 - Model results comparative table 

Parameter MATLAB/EES SAM 
Net Electrical Power Output [GWh] 123.39 121.49 
Capacity factor [-] 0.4695 0.4623 
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5 CONCLUSION  

 
The present work proposed the analysis of the annual power generation performance of 

a concentrated solar power plant that uses parabolic trough technology and molten salt as heat 

transfer fluid. To do so, first, a background review on the subject was done from which 

knowledge was drawn to build a performance model for many of the plant’s components. Next, 

an operation model was devised to allow for the simulation of the plant. Finally, the plant was 

simulated for the size defined by a solar multiple of 2 and a storage capacity of 15 hours. 

The results of the simulation allowed the analysis of the electric power generation of the 

modeled plant during the typical year in Bom Jesus da Lapa (BA). From the figures obtained it 

is possible to identify the strong relationship between the electric power generation levels and 

the rain regime of the region. In the rainy season, from October to March, when there is much 

cloudiness, the availability of radiant energy is lower and therefore the generation is also 

reduced. In the dry season, from April to September, the climatic conditions are more stable.  

However, despite the meteorological stability, in the period from April to July, the 

electricity production has a decrease given the decrease of the ambient temperature, which 

increases the thermal losses in the system, and the decrease of the optical efficiency of the 

collectors. Such a decrease in production shows the importance of the use of auxiliary systems 

of heating by hybridization of fuels that stabilize the supply of energy to the system.  

Lastly, the plants model was verified using comparison with the results of a simulation 

in the software SAM. This comparison showed that the model developed represents reasonably 

the physical system. Therefore, based on the body of results obtained, it is concluded that the 

present work reaches the proposed objectives and brings contributions to the advancement of 

solar thermal energy in Brazil. 
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6 FUTURE WORK SUGGESTION 

The topics presented below are suggestions for studies that can deepen the knowledge 

developed in this work: 

 To model HTF distribution pipelines in the solar field and to analyze the 

influence of their inertia and thermal losses on the overall performance of the 

system; 

 To analyze the introduction of auxiliary heating systems by fuel hybridization 

and its influence on the electricity generation; 

 Model the power block for operation in partial loads and verify the impact of 

this configuration on the operation of the plant; 

 Optimize solar field and thermal storage dimensions based on economic analysis 

to minimize LCOE; 
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APPENDIX A – MOLTEN SALT AND AIR THERMODYNAMIC 
PROPERTIES 

Ferri, Cammi, Mazzei (2008) give the following set of equations for the molten salt 
properties for temperatures in Celsius: 

 Density [ 3/kg m ] 

 2090 0.636 ( 273.15)HTF T      (A.1)

 Specific heat [ / ( )J kg C ] 

 1443 0.172HTFc T    (A.2)

 Dynamic viscosity [ 2/N s m ] 

  1 4 2 7 322.714 1.2 10 2.281 10 1.474 10
1000HTF

T T T
          

  (A.3)

 Thermal conductivity [ / ( )W m C  ] 

 40.443 1.9 10HTF T      (A.4)

The following equations used to describe the air properties, at atmospheric pressure and 

temperatures between 150K and 3000K, were adopted from Zografos, Martin, Sunderland 

(1987).  

 Density [ 3/kg m ] 

 345.57
2.6884air T

 


 (A.5)

 Specific heat [ / ( )J kg C ] 

 
3 7 9 21.0613 10 4.3282 10 1.0234 10airc T T         

13 3 16 46.4747 10 1.3864 10T T      
(A.6)

 Dynamic viscosity [ 2/N s m ] 
 6 8 11 2 15 34.1130 10 5.052364 10 1.4346 10 2.5914 10air T T T                (A.7)

 Thermal conductivity [ / ( )W m C ] 

  3 4 10 27.488 10 1.7082 10 2.2012 10air T T             
 7 2 14 4 17 52.3758 10 9.46 10 1.5797 10T T T            

(A.8)
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APPENDIX B – HCE THERMAL RESISTANCES 

B.1 CONDUCTION BETWEEN THE HTF AND THE ABSORBER TUBE 

The thermal resistance for the forced convection inside the absorber tube ( HTF_absR ) can 

be calculated with equation B.1 where HTF_absh is the heat transfer coefficient for the convection 

heat transfer between the HTF and the absorber tube and abs,iD is the absorber tube inner 

diameter. 

 _
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HTF abs

HTF abs abs i
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h D 
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The convection’s heat transfer coefficient can be calculated through equation B.2 where 𝑁𝑢 is the HTF’s Nusselt number and HTFκ  is the HTF’s thermal conductivity.   
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There are different ways to obtain the HTF's Nusselt number depending on the flow 

regime developed inside the tube. The flow regime can be determined by estimating the 

Reynolds number ( Re ). In circular pipes, the flow is laminar for Re<2300 or turbulent for 

Re 2300 . For the laminar regime, Forristall (2003) suggests assuming a uniform heat flow 

condition that leads to a constant Nusselt number with a value of 4.36. 

On the other hand, Bergman, Lavine, Incropera (2011) indicates the Nusselt number can 

be calculated via the empiric equation of Gnielinski for varying conditions of turbulent flow, 

equation B.3. This mathematical relationship is valid for 6
abs,i2300<Re <5×10 and 0.5<Pr<2000

. 
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 (B.3)

where the ff  is the friction factor for a smooth tube inner surface, abs,iRe is the Reynolds number 

at the inner tube surface, HTFPr is the Prandtl number calculated at the HTF's temperature and 

abs,iPr is the Prandtl number calculated at the absorbers inner surface temperature.  

The friction factor is calculated via equation B.4, and the Reynolds number for the HTF’ 

flow can be calculated by equation B.5 where �̇�  is the HTF’s mass flow rate inside the 

absorber tube and 𝜇  is the HTF’s dynamic viscosity. 
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 2
10 ,(1.82 log ( )) 1.64)f abs if Re     (B.4)
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B.2 CONDUCTION THROUGH THE ABSORBER TUBE 

The thermal resistance for the conduction through the absorber tube ( abs_absR ) can be 

obtained using equation B.6 where abs,oD  is the absorber tube outer diameter and absκ is the 

absorber tube’s thermal conductivity. 
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The absorber is made of stainless steel AISI 321 which thermal conductivity can be 

found via Equation B.7 where abs,oT and abs,iT are the temperature at the outer and inner surfaces 

of the absorber tube, respectively. This equation was obtained linearizing data from AK Steel 

(2012). 

 , ,21.5 10 14.5
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abs i abs o
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T T
   

    
 

 (B.7)

B.3 RADIATION BETWEEN THE ABSORBER TUBE AND THE GLASS ENVELOPE 

The thermal resistance for the radiation between the absorber tube and the glass 

envelope ( ans_envR ) can be calculated with equation B.8 and equation B.9. In these equations, 

where abs_envh  is the heat transfer coefficient for the radiation happening between the tube and 

the envelope, σ  is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, with the value of -85×10 2 4W/(m K ) , env,iT

is the temperature at the inner surface of the glass envelope, env,iD  is the glass envelope inner 

diameter, absε is the absorber tube’s emissivity and envε  is the glass envelope’s emissivity. 
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Both surfaces are considered gray and diffuse surfaces and both cylinders are considered 

concentric and long. The absorbers emissivity can be calculated by equation B.10 Archimede 

Solar Energy (2016). 

 4 2
,1.93 10 7.73 10abs abs iT      (B.10)

B.4 CONDUCTION THROUGH THE GLASS ENVELOPE 

The thermal resistance for the conduction through the glass envelope’s wall ( env_envR ) 

can be calculated with equation B.11 where env,oD  is the envelope’s outer diameter and envκ  is 

the envelope’s thermal conductivity. 
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B.5 CONVECTION BETWEEN THE GLASS ENVELOPE AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

The thermal resistance for the convective heat transfer between the glass envelope and 

the environment ( env_ambR  ) can be calculated with equation B.14 and equation B.13 where 

env_ambh  is the heat transfer coefficient for convection between the glass envelope and the 

environment, airNu  is the wind’s Nusselt number, airκ  is the air’s thermal conductivity and 

env,oD  is the glass envelope’s outer diameter. 
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It is necessary to take a look in the ambient’s wind flow characteristics to estimate the 

convective thermal resistance. Natural convection happens for wind speeds smaller than 0.1 

m/s for which the Nusselt number can be calculated with equation B.14 and equation B.15 

where env,oRa  is the Rayleigh number on the outer surface of the glass envelope, g is gravity’s 

acceleration, airβ  is the air’s volumetric expansion coefficient ( for an ideal gas), ambT  are the 

environment’s dry bulb temperature and airPr  the air flow’s Prandtl number. For wind speeds 

larger than 0.1 m/s, forced convection happens and, therefore,  the Nusselt number can be 
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calculated with equation B.16 which is recommended for airRe  and airPr  larger than 0.2 Sá 

(2013). All air properties are calculated for temperature airT , equation B.17. 
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B.6 RADIATION BETWEEN THE GLASS ENVELOPE AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

The thermal resistance for the radiation between the glass envelope and environment is 

calculated by equation B.18. According to Forristall (2003), it is common to assume the ambient 

as a black body at a corrected temperature skyT , equation B.19. 
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 8sky ambT T   (B.19)
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APPENDIX C – POWER BLOCK PHYSICAL MODEL 

C.1 TURBINES 

The high-pressure turbine receives, at its inlet, superheated steam at PPB1 and TPB1. At 

both high-pressure and low-pressure turbines, a 5% mass flow extraction is made at each steam 

extraction point resulting in a total of 14.26% of the mass flow extracted to condensate heating 

and deaeration. This total extraction percentage is, as suggested by Wagner (2008), in the 

desirable range of 10% to 25% of total extraction. 

 To calculate the steam enthalpy at the extractions (hPB2, hPB5 and hPB6) as well as the 

steam enthalpy at each turbine outlet (hPB3 and hPB7), the definition of isentropic efficiency is 

used as described by equation C.1 where g is the point number according to the numbering of 

figure 16 and the subscript s identifies an isentropic parameter. Furthermore, the gross power 

output, mechanical power, produced by each turbine can be calculated by equation C.2 and C.3, 

in W. The sum of these two give the total plant’s gross power output (𝑃 ). 

 , , 1

, , , 1

PB g PB g
turb

PB g s PB g

h h
h h

 







  (C.1)

    1 1 2 3 2 31000HPturb PB PB PB PB PB PBW m h h m h h             (C.2)

      3 4 5 5 5 6 6 6 71000LPturb PB PB PB PB PB PB PB PB PBW m h h m h h m h h                (C.3)

C.2 GROSS TO NET CONVERSION 

In this work, the conversion of gross to net power output accounts more than just the 

mechanical to electrical efficiency. Biencinto et al. (2014) considers a gross to net power output 

conversion efficiency (𝜂 _ _ ) of 0.88 - accounting on it generator and transformer 

electrical losses, additional parasitic losses, solar field inoperability during certain periods of 

the year due to excessive wind speeds and other factors that can make the plant not available 

for power production - while deducting the solar field HTF pump’s parasitic losses directly 

from the gross power output. Therefore, as in this work no parasitic loss was calculated, a gross 

to net power output conversion efficiency of 0.85 was considered. Equation C.4 calculates the 

plant’s net power output. 

 

  _ _ _ _net gross to net gross gross to net HPturb LPturbP P W W         (C.4)
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C.3 CONDENSER 

The condenser, as well as the other heat exchanger applied, are assumed to be single 

pass counterflow shell and tube heat exchangers, an analog case of the double tube heat 

exchanger, in which the water/vapor from the Rankine cycle passes through the tubes. This 

model will assume wet cooling. It is assumed that the condensate leaves the condenser as a 

saturated liquid. The thermal energy discharged from the cycle in the condenser can be 

calculated, in W, with equation C.5. The overall heat transfer coefficient for the condenser can 

be estimated through the ε-NTU (Effectiveness/Number of Transfer Units) method as described 

by Bergman, Lavine, Incropera (2011), equation C.6 to equation C.10. 

    7 7 8 18 19 181000 1000cond PB PB PB PB PB PBq m h h m h h           (C.5)
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  ,max ,mi 8n 7 1cond cond PB PBTq C T   (C.7)
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  ln 1cond condNTU      (C.9)

 ,mincond cond condUA NTU C    (C.10)

C.4 PUMPS 

 While the pumps that precede the mixing vessels and deaerator act to higher the 

pressure of the feedwater to the same pressure of those vessels, which are actually the pressure 

of the extractions they receive, the pump that precede the heat exchanger’s train is used to 

higher the pressure of the feedwater to the high-pressure turbine inlet. The enthalpy post pump 

can be calculated using the pump’s isentropic efficiency definition, equation C.11. Moreover, 

an isentropic efficiency of 0.68 is assumed for all pumps in the Rankine cycle. 

 , 1 , ,

, 1 ,
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pump

PB g PB g
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C.5  MIXING VESSELS AND DEAERATOR 

In the mixing vessels and the deaerator, the outlet flow is always saturated liquid, the 

outlet mass flow rate is equal to the sum of the feed-water, and vapor extraction mass flows, 
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and the outlet temperature is the average of the temperatures of both flows weighted by the 

mass flow rates. 

C.6 MOLTEN SALT HEAT EXCHANGERS 

The heat exchangers that transfer heat from the molten salts to the Rankine cycle water 

are shell and tube exchangers in which the molten salt is put in counterflow to the water through 

the shell side (ZAVOICO, 2001). The heat exchangers modeled can be divided in heat 

exchanger train, economizer, evaporator, and superheater, and reheater. The heat exchanged 

through these exchangers are described by equation C.12 to equation C.15, in W.  

  1 16 15 1000eco PB PB PBq m h h      (C.12)

  1 17 16 1000eva PB PB PBq m h h      (C.13)

  sup 1 1 17 1000PB PB PBq m h h      (C.14)

  3 4 3 1000reh PB PB PBq m h h      (C.15)

The molten salt heat exchanger’s overall heat transfer coefficients can be calculated 

using the ε-NTU method. The heat transfer coefficient from the economizer can be calculated 

using equation C.16 to equation C.24. The heat transfer coefficient for the superheater and the 

reheater can be calculated using the same set of equations described for the economizer but 

exchanging the thermodynamic cycle points necessary. The evaporator’s heat transfer 

coefficient can be calculated with the same set of equations used for the condenser as in the 

evaporator the water also undergoes a phase change. 
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  ,min , ,min ,eco eco hot eco coldC C C   (C.18)

  ,max , ,max ,eco eco hot eco coldC C C   (C.19)

  5,max ,mi 22 1n PB PBeco eco Tq C T    (C.20)
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 ,mineco eco ecoUA NTU C    (C.24)

C.7 CYCLE EFFICIENCY 

The cycle efficiency can be calculated via Equation D.8. 
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C.8 DESIGN PARAMETERS   

Some cycle design parameters were imposed as described in table C.1. These parameters 

were chosen so that the simulation could be performed and the rest of the thermodynamic cycle 

nominal parameters could be found. 

Table C.1 - Rankine cycle design parameters 

Parameter Value Unit 

Pnet 30 MW 
PPB1 100 bar 
PPB2 50 bar 
PPB3 15 bar 
PPB4 15 bar 
PPB5 8.5 bar 
PPB6 2.5 bar 
PPB7 0.1 Bar 
TPB1 540 °C 
TPB18 25 °C 
TPB19 35 °C 
TPB20 550 °C 
TPB24 550 °C 
TPB25 360 °C 

 


